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Imaging of Vapor Plumes Produced by Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption:
A Plume Sharpening Effect
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The first gated imaging of both light matrix molecule and heavy biomolecule vapor expan
during matrix assisted laser desorption and ionization is reported, revealing a plume sharpening
Laser induced fluorescence imaging of dye-tagged DNase I proteins shows that these heavy mo
(30 000 Da) propagate within a very narrow angular distribution compared to that of the 3-HPA m
(139 Da). A special solution of the gas dynamic equations is developed to describe the 3D coexpa
of heavy and light plume components.

PACS numbers: 79.20.Ds, 47.70.Nd, 82.80.Ms, 87.80.–y
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Matrix assisted laser desorption and ionizatio
(MALDI) is rapidly becoming an established commer
cial technique for the fast mass analysis of very hea
biomolecules (up to several hundred thousand dalton
[1,2]. Despite the speed and accuracy offered by t
technique, improvements in efficiency, resolution, an
reliability are necessary for MALDI to assume a lead
ing position in genome sequencing [3] and practic
applications in gene related disease diagnosis. MALD
utilizes laser evaporation of a host matrix and, in mo
cases, time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometric detecti
of a vaporized, ionized biomolecule [1]. However, th
fundamental physics of this process is poorly understoo
In particular, the mechanism of ejection, and the initial ve
locities of the ejecta, the extent of collisions between th
matrix vapor and biomolecules during expansion
the times to establish final velocity distributions, an
the mechanism(s) of ionization are all open question
Understanding how MALDI vapor plumes form and propa
gate is essential for the enhancement of ion yields a
resolutions of TOF mass spectrometers. This is especia
true considering the recently developed pulsed-delaye
extraction technique [4]. Very little has been done t
study 2D dynamics of MALDI plumes under actual mas
spectrometric experimental conditions. Heise and Yeu
[5] have used a scanned cw-Ar1 laser and transient imag-
ing technique, and Preisler and Yeung [6] have employ
absorbance detection to image the plumes of both mat
and analyte molecules. However these studies we
carried out at atmospheric pressure, where the nasc
expansion of the ejected species was radically changed
gas dynamic interactions with the ambient air. The ma
spectrometric measurements of Beavis and Chait [7] a
Zhang and Chait [8] showed that embedded molecu
are ejected with velocity�7.5 3 104 cm�s in the axial
direction regardless of the mass (1000–15 600 Da) a
are characterized by strongly forward-peaked angu
distributions. Recently we reported the first gated las
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induced fluorescence (LIF) images, optical absorpt
and ion probe measurements of 3-hydroxypicolinic a
(3-HPA) matrix vapor plume [9].

In this Letter we report the results of the first gat
LIF imaging of the expansion of both matrix and analy
molecules during MALDI in vacuum. The expansion d
namics of the small concentration of heavy biomolecu
demonstrates a very narrow angular distribution which
comes sharper for extended times compared to that of
matrix molecules. A special solution of the gas dynam
equations is developed to describe the generalized 3D
pansion of heavy and/or light two-component plumes.

In these experiments, MALDI samples were prepa
by mixing a small number fraction��1024� of heavy
dye-tagged protein molecules [Deoxyribonuclease
(DNase I), 29 062 Da, labeled with an average of th
covalently attached tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) d
molecules, 444 Da] in a solution of light matrix (3-HPA
molecular weight, 139 Da). This solution was deposit
onto a 1-in.-diam stainless steel substrate and allowe
crystallize via the dried-droplet technique [10]. Plum
of desorbed matrix and protein molecules were gene
ted by irradiating the matrix crystals containing th
dye-tagged protein in vacuum�5 3 1026 Torr� with a
pulse of 248 nm light from a KrF laser (30± incidence
angle,50 mJ�cm2 energy density) as shown in Fig. 1(a
For imaging of matrix and dye-tagged protein molecu
propagating into vacuum, a pulse of light from an ex
tation laser was introduced above the target surface
different time delays following the desorption laser pu
[see Fig. 1(a)]. Fluorescence from the excited molecu
was photographed with a gated, intensified charge c
pled device (ICCD) array [11] camera system (100
gate width, synchronous with the excitation laser puls
For imaging of 3-HPA matrix molecules in the gas pha
the strong absorption band at 300 nm was pumped w
the pulsed output of a XeCl laser (308 nm, 26 ns FWH
25 mJ�cm2) yielding luminescence at 430 nm [9]. Fo
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1 (color). (a) Schematic of MALDI plume irradiation geometry. Desorption is generated by a KrF-laser beam (3.1 3
3.6 mm2 elliptical beam spot). LIF excitation utilizes a sheet beam from a second laser fired at variable time delay after the
desorption laser pulse. (b) ICCD images (100 ns gate width, opened 50 ns prior to the LIF laser pulse) of LIF from matrix and
dye-tagged protein molecules. Each image represents a different desorption event. Time delays after desorption and the maximum
intensity (red, see palette) of each image are listed. Dashed lines show the target position. (Upper row) LIF images of 3-HPA
matrix vapor plume (excitation: 308-nm XeCl, 1.6 3 35.0 mm2 rectangular beam spot); (lower row) LIF images of TMR-dye
labeled DNase I protein �3.1 3 1025 M� embedded within 3-HPA matrix and desorbed with a KrF laser (excitation: 532-nm second
harmonic of Nd:YAG laser, 0.3 3 35 mm2 beam spot). A 550-nm long-pass filter was used to cut off 532-nm scattered laser light.
the dye-tagged protein, the second harmonic of a pulsed
Nd:YAG laser (532-nm, 8 ns FWHM, 40 mJ�cm2) was
used to pump the broad absorption band at 555 nm,
yielding luminescence of 580 nm.

Figure 1(b) shows images which reveal, for the first
time, the separate propagation dynamics of the plumes
of matrix and protein molecules. Each image is the
result of a single laser shot. The matrix plume exhibits
a characteristic half-elliptical shape and expands rapidly
in both forward and lateral directions. The dye-tagged
protein plume [Fig. 1(b)] has a completely different shape;
it propagates in very narrow jets which appear to origi-
nate from different microcrystals. Figure 2 helps explain
the image processing procedure we used to derive the
experimental parameters which were used to characterize
the matrix and the protein plumes. Contour plots and line
profiles along the axial �Z� and radial �R� directions are
shown for two of the images of Fig. 1(b). We used the
elliptical plume shape predicted by the theory of isentropic
plume expansion [12] to fit the 2D-plume profiles. The
inset in Fig. 2(a) demonstrates the results of this fit, where
the half-ellipse curve fits the 5% contour of the maximum
emission intensity of the matrix plume measured at 10 ms
[see also Fig. 1(b)]. The other contours shown in this inset
represent different emission intensities and demonstrate
that the matrix plume maintains the nearly elliptical 2D
shape. The intensity of the laser induced fluorescence
from the matrix is proportional to the plume density,
r�xi�, which can be described by a Gaussian profile, r ~

exp�2 1
g21 �

P3
i�1

x2
i

X2
i
��, in the case of the small adiabatic

exponent, g � cp�cy , where x1 � x2 � r and x3 � z are
the plume coordinates in the axial and the radial directions,
respectively, and X1 � X2 � R and X3 � Z are the plume
leading edge positions [12]. Figure 2 shows the axial (a)
and the radial (b) matrix emission intensity profiles and
their Gaussian fit. These profiles were used to derive
the adiabatic parameter g by replotting these curves in
the coordinates [log(emission intensity), z2 or r2]. At

FIG. 2 (color). The axial (a) and the radial (b) line profiles
of the matrix plume measured at 10 ms and the dye-protein
plume [(c),(d)] obtained at 20 ms. The red lines are the
result of Gaussian fits. The insets show the contour plots of
the 10-ms image of the matrix (contour emission intensities:
128, 750, 1500, and 2250 counts) and the 20-ms image of
the dye-protein (contour emission intensities: 125, 700, and
2000 counts) plumes. The contours corresponding to the 5%
of the maximum emission intensity are fitted with the elliptical
curves shown by the solid lines in these insets.
445
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the beginning of the plume expansion g is equal to 1.1
and increases with time (g � 1.2 at 20 ms) indicating
cooling of the matrix molecules during expansion. The
leading-edge positions of the matrix plume, R and Z,
were defined at the points where the Gaussian curve fit
crosses the 5% maximum intensity level shown by the
dotted lines in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The overall shape
and leading-edge positions of the protein plume in the
R and Z directions were determined in nearly the same
way. However, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), the
protein plume has a more complicated structure, i.e.,
double maxima in the axial direction and non-Gaussian
radial profiles. Nevertheless, the overall plume shape
(5% maximum intensity contour) is well represented by
a half-elliptical curve [see inset in Fig. 2(c)]. Figure 3
summarizes the positions for the leading edges of both
matrix and protein plumes measured in the axial and the
radial directions at different time delays. One can see
that the matrix and the protein plumes propagate with
comparable velocities in the axial directions, but the radial
velocities are much different. The protein plume expands
very slowly in the radial direction compared to the
matrix plume.

The expansion of the light matrix plume is governed by
the pressure gradients, =P�Z � P��Z0, =P�R � P��R0,
in the radial and the axial directions and can be described
by the gas dynamics equations [12]. The pressure at
the target surface, P�, drops rapidly as the matrix vapor
expands. This light material quickly enters the inertial
collisionless regime after a transition time �10 ms. The
gas dynamics equations can be reduced to a set of
ordinary differential equations for the coordinates of the

FIG. 3. The experimental (points) and the calculated (solid
curves) positions of the leading edges of (a) matrix and (b) dye-
tagged protein vapor plumes in the axial, Z, and the radial, R,
directions at different time delays after desorption laser pulse,
and (c) the calculated ratio, Z�R. (d) Time evolution of the
sharpening parameter, k.
446
plume edges (here the plume is considered as a 3D
elliptical shape and the index, �, refers to the light matrix)
[12],

Ẍi� � 2
≠U
≠Xi�

, U �
�5g� 2 3�E�

�g� 2 1�M�

"
3Y

i�1

Xi�0

Xi�

#g�21

(1)

where Xi�0 are the initial coordinates, M� is the total
evaporated mass, and E� is the initial energy of the plume.
The initial conditions are

X1��0� � X2��0� � R0, X3��0� � Z�0 ,

�X1��0� � �X2��0� � 0, �X3��0� � yz0 .
(2)

Although curve fits such as Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) demon-
strated that g� changes during the expansion, the value
g� � 1.2 determined for the terminal region of the expan-
sion was used as the constant in Eq. (1). The parameter
R0 � 1.8 mm is the radius of the laser spot. Three other
parameters Z�0, yz0, and y� � �E��M��1�2 were found
from the best-fit procedure, which yields Z�0 � 100 mm,
yz0 � 6 3 104 cm�s, and y� � 3.3 3 104 cm�s. The
solution of Eqs. (1) and (2) approximates the matrix ex-
pansion quite well [see Fig. 3(a)].

For the heavy protein plume, the partial pressure, Ph, is
much smaller compared to P� due to the relatively small
initial concentration of the heavy molecules �Ph�P� �
1024�. Therefore one can neglect the pressure gradients
within the heavy plume initially. Apart from the initial
velocity provided by the desorption process, the only
subsequent mechanism which drives the heavy molecules
is collisions with the light matrix vapor. These collisions
can be modeled by the introduction of the frictional force.
The velocity of the heavy plume u (v is velocity of the
light vapor) is defined by the following equation:

≠u
≠t

1 �u=�u � b�v 2 u�, b �
m
M

nc , (3)

where m and M are masses of the matrix and the protein
molecules, nc is the collision frequency, b � const, and
consider a special solution of the problem, when the heavy
plume velocities are linear functions of coordinates [12].
Then the Euler’s equation (3) yields the set of equations
for the propagation of the protein plume edge,

Ẍih � b

µ
Xih

Xi�

�Xi� 2 �Xih

∂
. (4)

This set of equations was solved with analogous bound-
ary conditions to Eq. (2). The best fit to the data is
shown in Fig. 3(b). The initial radius of the protein
plume found from the smooth interpolation of the R pro-
files to zero time delay, t � 0, yields X1h0 � X2h0 �
0.1 cm � R0�1.8. To avoid the influence of the initial
asymmetry onto the sharpening effect, we put X3h0 �
Z�0�1.8. Furthermore, the two parameters b � 3 3

104 s21 and uz0 � 5.5 3 104 cm�s for the protein plume
propagation were also determined. Separate fitting of the
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experimental R�t�, Z�t� for the matrix and the protein
plumes yielded uz0 � yz0, i.e., the initial velocities of
the emitted molecules are practically independent of their
masses. This agrees with the measurements of Beavis
and Chait [7]. The probable mechanisms of these simi-
lar initial velocities are (a) the desorption from a ther-
mally expanding surface, yz0 � cs � 105 cm�s, where
cs is the characteristic sound velocity in the solid ma-
trix, or (b) the “gun effect” [13] [yz0 � �cyDT �1�2,
DT � 103 K, cy � 1 J�gK, and yz0 � 105 cm�s, where
DT is the characteristic initial temperature of the vapor
due to laser heating.] Figure 3(a) and 3(b) show that
this model adequately describes the overall expansion of
the matrix and the protein plumes and correctly repre-
sents the measured asymmetries in the expansion veloci-
ties. Figure 3(c) shows the temporal evolution of the
relative dimensions of the plume �Z�R� of both the matrix
and the protein obtained from the theoretical fits shown in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The images [Fig. 1(b)] clearly show
that after �10 ms the relative dimensions of the light ma-
trix plume remain the same, i.e., Z��R� � const. This is
not the case for the heavy protein plume which continues
to sharpen (increasing Zh�Rh) for a much longer time,
30 40 ms, which can be defined by a characteristic tran-
sition time �1�b. We apply the term “sharpening effect”
to describe the ever-narrowing angular distribution of the
heavy molecules relative to the light matrix molecules and
introduce the sharpening parameter, k � ZhR��Z�Rh, to
characterize this effect. The sharpening parameter, k,
continues to increase during the transition time and then
satures [Fig. 3(d)].

In conclusion, this first gated LIF imaging of laser-
desorbed biomolecules and matrix vapors reveals that
the small concentration of heavy biomolecules propagate
within a very narrow angular distribution which continues
to sharpen over extended times after laser desorption.
The “sharpening” of the heavy biomolecule plume results
from the lack of radial frictional interaction with the light
matrix vapor due to the poor spatial overlap of the two
plumes during the period of matrix radial expansion.
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